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Furiousteam Launches New Tools for BLOC.money,
Prepares to Disrupt the Mobile Industry
[HongKong], [15 August 2019] – FuriousTeam, the organization behind the revolutionary BLOC
cryptocurrency, announces the launch of a comprehensive suite of lightweight, easy-to-use mining
tools for macOS, Linux, Windows, iOS, and Android. The new tools further give users nine distinct
ways to mine BLOC from anywhere, using any internet-connected computer or smartphone.

Cryptocurrency untraceable payments meets every day life
BLOC.MONEY - Ticker: BLOC is a fast, easy to use and private decentralized cryptocurrency without
involvement of financial institutions. BLOC is based on the same open-source Cryptonote
technology used by Monero and runs on a secure peer-to-peer network to operate with no central
authority. BLOC enables untraceable and anonymous transactions. Using a distributed public ledger,
the sender, the receiver and the transacted amount are kept anonymous. BLOC eco-friendly Proof
of Work Cryptonight Haven algorithm ensures that affordable hardware is no impediment to
success: everyone can mine BLOC with roughly equal efficiency, making BLOC.money a uniquely
egalitarian currency.
BLOC aims to develop an innovation-friendly and sustainable ecosystem that will enable bridging
the gap between the cryptocurrencies and the everyday life. Community driven and truly
decentralized, no one owns BLOC, everyone can take part. BLOC was created without an Initial
Coin Offering.

Mining for everyone
BLOC.money’s completely reimagined, mobile-friendly dashboard user interface for iOS and Android
includes a BLOC wallet and a built-in web miner. The browser-based miner for Linux, macOS, and
Windows is fully featured, easy to use, and requires no software downloads or configuration. The
innovative SLEEP MINING feature mine while you are away from your device, whether it be a mobile
phone, tablet, computer, or even a Raspberry pi.
Webmasters seeking revenue without resorting to ads, or to offer distinctive rewards to their users
can implement a simple JavaScript BLOC miner.

Global Cryptocurrency Adoption Begins with Universal Access
More than 2.7 billion smartphones are in use today, and developing markets represent the greatest
areas of smartphone growth. BLOC was designed to meet the needs of users in both developed and
developing countries. With an unprecedented range of mining options, FuriousTeam has solved one
of the most significant impediments to global cryptocurrency adoption: lack of accessibility. BLOC’s
simple, egalitarian approach to mining makes getting started with cryptocurrencies easier than
ever.
A complete range of BLOC wallets has been developed as well: a stunning iOS app; an intuitive,
ready-to-print paper wallet; a desktop wallet for macOS, Windows, and Linux; and a telegram
wallet that makes BLOC available to more than 200 million monthly users.
To make BLOC truly accessible to all, FuriousTeam has created perhaps the best support suite in the
industry. Direct help is available through a wide range of channels, and BLOC Wiki features a
comprehensive array of tutorials on the use of all BLOC.money software.
BLOC is traded on two exchanges, STEX and TRADEOGRE, with many more to come.

More Than Just a Cryptocurrency
BLOC’s ecosystem includes several innovative projects designed to extend its use into areas still
dominated by fiat currency. The two most notable are PAYCHANGE and TRAAKX.
PAYCHANGE connects cryptocurrency to the real world. FuriousTeam believes that everyone should
be able to use, spend, exchange any type of cryptocurrency in the same way as they could with any
other currency. PAYCHANGE allows users to do just that, but more quickly, economically, and
securely than at any traditional bank or any other exchange.
PAYCHANGE, which launches later in 2019, is designed to change the way we pay and get paid every
day. It uses BLOC.money’s secure platform to provide a range of buying, selling, and transfer
services, while connecting buyers and sellers with an innovative approach.
Business owners who join PAYCHANGE will benefit from increased brand awareness, and from access
to BLOC.money’s rapidly growing cryptocurrency buyers database. The BLOC.money platform allows
businesses to interact freely with customers, and to make those interactions count monewith
advanced analytics guiding their messaging.
TRAAKX is the first social network that combines artificial intelligence and cryptocurrency to serve
the needs of athletes. It represents a new way for athletes to share and monetise their passion for
their favourite sports.
TRAAKX analyses GoPro metadata, including speed, altitude, GPS path, elevation, g-force, and
other factors. Established athletes can share their data, allowing amateurs and up-and-comers to
train the way their heroes do.
Athletes who wish to monetise their accomplishments can maintain career profiles on TRAAKX’s
website, sell private coaching sessions via text message or video to aspiring athletes, and offer
video footage to advertisers. The platform is also ideal for finding sponsors and event partners.
FuriousTeam is developing a dedicated hardware interface to the TRAAKX network that will provide
an easy, seamless way for athletes to record their statistics, document their achievements, and
share the results with the world.

The Team Behind BLOC
FuriousTeams’ CEO and Co-Founder, Steve, credits the development of BLOC to the team of industry
experts who made it happen.
“With our 10+ years experience in the tech sector, we were able to gather a world-class team
representing telecommunications, manufacturing, reverse engineering, product design and
marketing specialists, all helping to make our vision a reality.
“Without the broad range of talent and expertise, we could never have imagined the possibility of
making a product of this calibre accessible for anyone in the world, and we are extremely proud of
the result.”

Connecting with Entrepreneurs
BLOC decentralised, egalitarian approach to cryptocurrency is just the beginning. The currency is
constantly looking for entrepreneurs ready to improve the BLOC ecosystem with new services and
products. Opportunities include private messaging, social media, marketplaces for musicians and
artists, and more.
These joint efforts are funded by a locked store of pre-mined BLOC coins, which guarantees funding
through each project’s final release. All BLOC partnerships are governed by the same ethos that
inspired the platform’s initial development: if we make a valuable product, the market value will
create itself.

Want to Know More?

To learn more about how BLOC’s digital payment ecosystem is a powerful tool for financial
inclusion, or to learn about the system’s impressive and growing list of achievements, please visit
https://bloc.money

